
































PROLOGUE: “A-ONE, TWO, A-ONE, TWO THREE, FOUR …”


An introduction to me, Joe and Pop Noir as per the sample pages. 

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 1: “A LONG, LONG TIME AGO …”

We open with Joe and me attending the LA Record Xmas party where we learn that Kim 
Fowley is also attending. I’d drawn Fowley for the latest issue of the mag and as there 
were copies lying around at the party, the editor suggested that I might as well take the 
opportunity to get the piece signed.  

We recap Kim Fowley’s early life: the childhood trauma of abandonment by his 
dysfunctional family, the orphanage, the polio. How he grew up in Hollywood, acting as a 
drugs lookout and pimp for his movie star dad. How  Kim was forced to take a job 
cleaning toilets in a wrestling arena, all the while living in a garage in Pacific Beach, after 
his dad was admitted to a mental hospital. How Social Services helped him reconnect 
with his mother, who, after appearing as a cigarette girl in the Humphrey Bogart movie 
“The Big Sleep,” had remarried well. So Kim soon found himself living with her and his 
stepdad in a Benedict Canyon mansion. His stepdad was William Friml, the son of a 
famous composer who wrote “The Indian Love Call.” (Pic of mountie singing “When I’m 
calling you-oo-ee-ooo-ooo-ee-ooo.”) William, who was quite surprised to learn that he 
had a gangly, six-foot tall “ugly, drab skeleton” for a stepson, was a music arranger and 
young Kim learned a lot about production just from listening through the walls as his 
stepdad worked.

One of Kim’s many uncles - his mother and father eventually had 10 marriages between 
them – owned a nightclub and gave 16-year-old Kim a summer job. It was Kim’s job to 
escort Thelonius Monk from the club to the ice cream store and back between sets, 
ostensibly to indulge his taste for dairy but really to score and smoke reefer. Then on 
Sundays, Kim would sit in the same pews as Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra at  mass at 
Good Shepherd in Beverly Hills.



From Marilyn Monroe, Judy Garland and Elizabeth Taylor to members of groups as 
diverse as The Partridge Family and Black Flag, University High has seen more than its 
fair share of stars in the making. Kim attended the school around the same time as 
Nancy Sinatra, Ryan O’Neal, Randy Newman and James Brolin. His schoolmates Sandra 
Dee and Annette Funicello were already teen stars. 
As early as 1957, after he heard “Whispering Bells” by The Del Vikings and “it opened the 
fire in the soul,” Kim was trying to hustle his way, by hook or by crook, into the music biz. 
He would ride his bicycle over to record company offices and try to ingratiate himself. 
The first A&R man to give Kim a meeting was Sonny Bono. Although only four years 
older than Kim, Sonny was a kindred spirit. He’d sold his first song at the age of 16 and 
then worked a variety of jobs - waiter, truck driver, construction laborer, and butcher's 
helper - while trying to break into the music business. Now he was working at Speciality 
Records (Little Richard, Larry Williams posters on wall) and in an hour-long meeting, 
encouraged Kim to go into production. An elated and inspired Kim bicycled back to 
Benedict Canyon. 
Conversely, around the same time, Sonny told young hustlers Lou Adler and Herb Alpert 
that they should “give up on the music biz because you don’t have it.”  The pair went on 
to become two of music’s most legendary moguls, so maybe Sonny’s instincts weren’t 
always very well-honed.

Kim wasn’t the only University High student with designs on the fledgling business of 
rock & roll.

Jan Berry and Dean Torrence were jocks on the football team. In the showers after 
games, where the acoustics were great, the pair would lead of few of their teammates in 
harmonizing the hit doo-wop songs of the day. Jan lived in a Bel Air mansion and had 
converted the four-car garage into a music room, with a piano, a turntable and a couple 
of Ampex reel-to-reel tape recorders. Jan was the archetypal “bro,” whose pastimes 
included fights, bringing booze into school in lemon squeezers, starting fires in garbage 
cans, mooning out of car windows and getting suspended from school. At the age of 15 
he got angry with his father for picking him up at a party in front of his friends, and the 
next morning he hitch-hiked to San Francisco, changed his name to Jim Arnold, dyed his 
hair black, got a job as a printer and enrolled in South San Francisco High School. He 
lived with an older friend and finally returned home five months later. He once punched 



out two cops at  the beach and escaped prosecution because of his age.  But he was 
passionate about making music. After he stole a microphone and speakers from school, 
the garage  became his home recording studio where he honed his gift for arrangement 
and production techniques. The room was the main hub at the house parties Jan 
regularly threw. Naturally, Kim was drawn to these affairs but as he wasn’t a jock and not 
a member of The Barons, the High School club to which Jan and his friends belonged, 
he frequently fell foul of Jan’s notoriously nasty side. “Kim-fucking-Fowley.” As Dean 
recounted on the radio years later:  “He’d hang around Jan’s house and we used to beat 
him up.”

When Jan, Dean and a few of their friends put together a group to perform in the school 
talent contest, they recruited their schoolmates Bruce Johnston on piano, Sandy West 
on drums and Sandy’s friend, Dave Shostac, on saxophone.  Jan felt they needed a lead 
singer, so one lunch recess he shanghaied the only black student in school on the 
assumption that he could sing. Luckily Chuck Steele could. 

In the weeks following the contest, The Barons performed at a couple of parties and 
continued to fool around in Jan’s home studio but repeated attempts at songwriting 
proved fruitless. Slowly the group was reduced to the trio of Jan, Dean and Arnie 
Ginsburg, as the others drifted away to concentrate on school or girls or fixing up their 
cars, Except for Sandy West, who was sacked for playing his drums too loud. “You’ll 
see,” he told Jan as he packed up his kit, “I’m going to have a hit record that’s ONLY 
drums!” Sure enough, Sandy would quickly become a superstar drummer, thanks to 
huge hits like “Teen Beat” and “Let There Be Drums.” But following a bad motorcycle 
crash in 1963, his right foot had to be amputated, which slowed his gallop somewhat. 

The songwriting breakthrough came when Arnie persuaded Jan and Dean to go with 
him to see a burlesque show featuring ‘The Bazoom Girl,” Jennie Lee, a dancer 
renowned for the gravity-defying assets that earned her the billing “Miss 44 and plenty 
more!” The boys were agog as a room full of older men, raincoats draped across their 
laps, greeted the sweeps of her twirling, propeller-like tassels with a chant of “Bomp-
bomp-bomp.” Suitably inspired, the giggling teens began to write a song around that 
chant on the drive home. 



Over the next couple of weeks, Jan, Dean and Artie, occasionally augmented by friends 
who dropped by the garage, recorded numerous versions of the completed song,  Jan 
splicing together the best takes to create an acapella track to a metronome.While Jan 
created his Frankenstein’s monster, Dean was busy packing. To avoid the very real 
prospect of being drafted  into the army for two years … a fate that had recently 
kneecapped the career of shooting star Elvis Presley … Dean had elected to serve six 
months in the Army Reserve. (A couple of years later, the Everly Brothers would adopt 
the same strategy, enlisting in the Marine Corps.)  

The night before Dean left for boot camp, Jan called to say that he’d gone into a 
recording studio that day to get a lacquered disc made from the “Jenny Lee” demo tape 
and the head of Arwin Records, the label owned by Doris Day and her husband Marty 
Melcher, had heard it by chance and was offering to finish it because he thought it could 
be a hit. Jan couldn’t believe that Dean was still going to go through with his enlistment. 
Dean said he’d be back in eight weeks after basic training and they could figure things 
out then. A furious Jan hung up.

A few weeks later, Dean was in the motor pool with fellow recruits when the track, now 
with instruments added, came on the transistor. “Holy shit! It’s us - The Barons!” Then 
the deejay came on and announced “That’s a new big hit! Jenny Lee by Jan and Artie.” 
“Eh????” Cut to Dean, route marching in the fog and rain, rifle in hand, thinking “Oh, no - 
what have I done ?”

Fortunately for Dean, by the time he was discharged, Arnie had lost interest in music 
and was embarking on what would be a very successful career as an architect. Arnie 
was out and Dean was in, and soon the duo were busy writing songs and perfecting 
their vocal blend.

During this time, Bruce Johnston, Sandy Nelson and Dave Shostac  had been playing 
house parties as The Sleepwalkers. Occasionally,  a “local doofus” called Phil Spector 
sat in on guitar.
Bruce: “Phil talked a little funny - like a more masculine Pee-Wee Herman.”



Kim was managing them and occasionally singing lead vocals … as  well as doing a little 
housebreaking and burglary on the side. 
“We were playing bar mitzvahs and house parties. In between times we’d chase fire 
engines and when some rich guy’s house went up in flames we’d go for the golf clubs 
because we could sell them in the ghetto! Black people wanted to play golf in the ‘50s. 
We’d go down to the black neighborhood and all the other thieves would be there with 
toasters and waffle irons.” 
As head of The Pagans, the rival  “rich boy nuisance brigade” to The Barons,  he created 
a riot when his gang disrupted the UCLA Homecoming parade on live tv.  

His parallel careers in larceny and rock & roll were soon nipped in the bud (when he 
learned the hard way that it is possible to get polio twice.)
“See, once you’ve had polio, there’s no point in getting the shots, ‘coz you’re now 
immune, right? Wrong!”

“I’m afraid you’re got it again.”
“Oh, for fuck’s sake!” 

It was brutal but fortunately it wasn’t the iron lung strain. 
While in polio rehab, a guy came by the hospital to fix the jukebox.  
Kim: “What’s your biggest selling record?” 
“Anything to do with The Nutcracker Suite. We’ve got a country version, a calypso 
version and a black version.”
 “Has anyone ever done a rock’n’roll version?” 
“Nope. Why?” 
“I am going to be in the record business. Give me that calypso record - it may come in 
useful.”

On discharge from the hospital, he began managing The Sleepwalkers again. But he was 
caught stealing alcohol and given the choice between jail or the military, he chose the 
Army National Guard. 

While Kim was out of the picture, The Sleepwalkers  explored the possibility of signing a 
record deal. In February, 1958, they visited  the offices of record label head John Dolphin 



… just in time to see him gunned down by a disgruntled singer called Percy Ivy, there to 
reclaim four of his demos or the $250 per song Dolphin had promised him. Dolphin was 
shot five times and fell dead on a space heater. One of the bullets grazed Shostov’s leg. 
When the police arrived, Bruce was negotiating a record deal with Ivy for when he got 
released from prison. 

Meanwhile, occasional  Sleepwalker Phil Spector had fared a little better and secured a 
record deal for his group, The Teddy Bears, with the newly-formed Doré Records label.  
He asked Bruce and Sandy to help out on a recording session. Bruce had a date and 
said no, but Sandy agreed. 
Phil was only 9 years old when his dad committed suicide.  Now, inspired by the 
inscription on his gravestone, Phil had written a song for his new group.
By the end of the year, “To Know Him is to Love Him’ would top the Billboard charts for 3 
weeks. Within two years, he would become America’s youngest record label owner in 
1961 and become a hugely successful record producer.

Between his Guard commitments, Kim was living at his dad’s house. Still obsessed with 
rock & roll, he fought with his dad over his future. 
“You’re not Jewish, you’re not in the Mafia, you’re not black, you’re not a hillbilly. Why the 
fuck do you think you can be in the music business?”
Dad would only allow him to live at home if he agreed to take college classes, so he 
attended Business School and took classes at UCLA.
In early 1959, Doug headed out to Brazil to direct the movie “Macumba Love,” his parting 
words: ““Don’t use the car. No parties. Stay in school.”  
On February 3, 1959, a crying girl watering her parents’ lawn told Kim of the death of 
Buddy Holly, the Big Bopper and Richie Valens in a plane crash. “The Day The Music 
Died “ was the day that Kim tossed aside his books, stole his dad’s Studebaker Golden 
Hawk, loaded it up with the TV and a picture of Doug playing the piano and headed to 
Hollywood to make rock & roll his life. 

He’d been working part-time as the campus correspondent for Dig music magazine:
“Kim Fowley, Cub reporter here … Hold The Front Page!” Pic of Kim at a phone booth.
The music connections he’d made now proved useful … soon he was producing tracks 
for a movie company that made low-budget teen flicks:



“Kim Fowley, Cub Record Producer … Hold That High Note!” Pic of Kim in a recording 
booth.
He recruited old school pals Sandy Nelson and Bruce Johnston, called them The 
Renegades, and cut tracks for a real clunker B-movie called “Ghost of Dragstrip 
Hollow.”   
It was shown at the drive-in with “The Diary of a High School Bride” – another dime-a-
dozen production that featured Kim-produced tracks and a theme song by 16-year-old 
Tony Casanova. 
Kim described Tony as a “Ritchie Valens cousin with gold teeth. No brains … some talent 
… who out of jealousy had tried to run Ritchie over with a truck.”
Kim said he did a sock hop with him at Pacific Bandstand and Tony looked at the Pacific 
Ocean and said “What’s that river?”
(Scene here with bewildered Tony breaking panel - “Hey, None of that is true. I was from 
Puerto Rico, Ritchie’s folks were Mexican. We weren’t related, we were high school 
buddies. I never tried to kill anyone…”)

Kim began to work his way through various labels and companies, taking any role from 
dogsbody to talent scout, plugger to promo guy to producer. He worked for Doris Day 
and her husband Marty Melcher at  Arwin Records - the label home to Jan and Artie - 
where he wasn’t allowed to speak to Doris except to say “Good morning, Mrs Melcher.”  
He signed Bruce Johnston to Arwin, the start of Bruce’s decades-long association with 
the company that would see him eventually join The Beach Boys and compose the Barry 
Manilow classic “I Write The Songs.”  Kim was an assistant to Alan Freed - the man 
coined the term “rock & roll” - at KDAY. The New York deejay’s career had been 
infamously derailed by a massive payola scandal and was looking for a resurrection in 
LA. It didn’t come. Within 5 years he would be indicted for tax fraud and drink himself to 
death in Palm Springs. 

Kim slept in his dad’s car and on people’s floors - he once slept in a chihuahua’s dogbed  
- before living in a gas station at Sunset and Vine because it was next to American 
Recording Studio. To augment his earnings he moonlighted as a sex worker, employed 
by a psychotherapist to provide “comfort” to female burn victims and amputees.



Having ignored Sonny Bono’s advice, Lou Adler and Herb Alpert were finding success 
working in A&R at the Keen label and composing songs for the likes of soul great Sam 
Cooke. When Kim visited Adler’s office one day looking to find work as a talent scout, 
Lou wanted to know if there were any up-and-coming artists that they should investigate 
with a view to management. Kim immediately extolled the virtues of Jan and Dean as 
blonde, surfer dude Everly Brothers doing doowop, and gave Adler a contact number for 
Jan and advice on how to handle Jan’s gruff father to get a deal over the line.  By then, 
Kim had transferred to the Air National Guard and was about to do active duty in Boise, 
Idaho. But he left with the understanding that he would be rewarded for turning Adler on 
to Jan and Dean.

During his service stint in Boise, Idaho, Kim landed his own radio show on the “Howdy 
Partner Drive-In “ on KGEM. “I’m Kim Fowley, your voice of the Treasure Valley, and here’s 
a new cut on the Doré label, “Baby Talk,” by …. huh! Jan and Dean.” 
The next day, he called Adler. 
“Hey. It’s Kim Fowley.”
“Oh.”
“Yeh. I’m a disc jockey now.”
“So play the record.”
“Well, I am, it’s really great.”
“Good.” Click.
Inset of Kim: “No, ‘where do I send the check?’ or ‘come and get yourself a gold record’ 
or even ‘go fuck yourself.’ He said nothing.”

Driving back to LA with Air Force buddy Bob Dornan - who would later become a 
Congressman - Kim heard on KWFB that Jan and Dean were appearing at The Rainbow 
Roller Link. He had  Dornan drop him off at the rink. He stood there in full uniform, toting 
his duffel bag, as Jan and Dean walked past him on the red carpet “like he didn’t exist.” 
He managed to get Adler’s attention and asked him what was going on? Adler cold-
shouldered him and walked away. 

No acknowledgement, no reward, no industry placement. Kim was 19 years old, 
thoroughly humiliated and completely devastated. It was a bitter lesson to learn. Lying 



awake that night in the bowling alley that allowed him to crash in a little area behind the 
pins, he vowed that he would bounce back  …

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 2: “LOOK AT THAT CAVEMAN GO …”

In 1960,  Kim formed a publishing company with Gary Paxton, which they ran from the 
payphone at the Chevron service station at Hollywood and Argyle. 
“Maverick Records - Kim Fowley speaking!”

Abandoned by his unmarried mother, Gary Paxton was adopted  at 3 and raised on a 
Kansas farm. 
He’d been temporarily crippled by spinal meningitis at the age of 11: “Will he walk again, 
Doc?”
“We can only hope and pray ...”
and started his own rock & roll band at 14. “Is he ever going to quit that damned racket?”
“We can only hope and pray ...”
He married the first of his four wives when he was 17 and she was 14. Early stardom 
came when he and Clyde “Skip” Battin – who would go on to become a member of The 
Byrds, the New Riders of the Purple Sage and The Flying Burrito Brothers – calling 
themselves Skip and Flip, sold a million copies of Gary’s song “It Was I” in 1959. 

Like Kim, Gary was an inveterate huckster.  To promote one release, he hired 15 
cheerleaders and an elephant to pull a VW convertible down Hollywood Blvd - but was 
arrested when the beast took a dump in the middle of the street. Gary would later 
continue on a colorful trajectory that would see him  produce “Monster Mash” for Bobby 
“Boris” Pickett . He was twice delivered to mental institutions because of drink and drug 
abuse, … before finding God in the hippy Jesus movement, and winning a Grammy for 
his Christian music. He became embroiled in the marital tangle of TV evangelists Jim 
and Tammy Faye Baker and was shot three times by hitmen hired by a disgruntled 
singer. While he recovered in hospital, a business partner allegedly embezzled $500,000 
from their recording company. For the next few years, Gary lived in poverty.  In later 
years, he performed in a cape and mask as Grandpa Rock and released such tracks as  
““When I Die, Just Bury Me at Wal-Mart (So My Wife Will Come Visit Me).” 



He died in 2016, at the age of 77.

So, as we can see, Gary was the ideal partner for Kim Fowley. 

One night, the pair assembled a bunch of musician friends, got everyone drunk on cheap 
cider and recorded a Dallas Frazier song inspired by a newspaper comic strip about a 
caveman.  The session was rough and ready, with Sandy Nelson banging on bottles and 
a garbage can … Gary so drunk he had to be propped up to read the lyrics he had hastily 
scribbled on a brown paper bag … and a gaggle of drunks bellowing the chorus. 
Gary was still bound by his Skip and Flip contract, so prompted by the Hollywood and 
Argyle location of the studio, they released “Alley Oop” under the name The Hollywood 
Argyles.  

The song soared to the top of the Billboard charts. Suddenly, promoters were looking to 
book the chart-topping act so they had to form a group around Gary. They bought a 
station wagon to ferry the band around and took to the road. 

The entire “Alley Oop” session had cost $96, including the cost of booze and they had 
made $27,000 in royalties … but it was a one-off hit and they soon burned through the 
money. By year’s end, Kim and Gary had to break into the fan club piggybank to buy 
cheap Christmas dinners.  … so they sold their share of the publishing to Bobby Darin’s 
company and went their separate ways. 

Shortly before that, Kim was standing outside the American Recording Studio in 
Hollywood where he was recording tracks with The Hollywood Argyles.  Across the 
street at the Earl Carroll Theatre, Jan and Dean were doing a Sunday show with Roger 
“Autumn Leaves” Williams and Jerry “Tennessee Waltz”  Fuller. Seeing a group of people 
in an altercation, Kim ambled over to see what was going on. … and found Jan and Dean 
menacing Williams. According to Kim, they were getting in Roger’s face, squaring up to 
him like “juvenile delinquents.” Williams was a former Navy middleweight boxing 
champion who had served in World War Two. In Kim’s version of events, Williams 
politely told the pair that he was a “decorated veteran” who “was a black belt in karate” 
and that  if they didn’t leave him alone he would hurt them severely. As the duo were 
having  second thoughts, Lou Adler spotted Kim. ”Oh, look - it’s Kim-fucking-Fowley.” At 



that point, seeing Kim was getting hassled, the Hollywood Argyles and their road crew 
came running across the street. These were tough guys, who habitually carried 
shotguns, knives, and revolvers along with  electric pianos. Gun-toting “Mexicans and 
hillbillies” led by Kareem Singh, a Hindu Rockabilly who was eager to wade in. “Oh, look 
who it is. Jan and fucking Dean. So you guys think you’re tough?”  Jan and Dean backed 
down.

Kim: “Jan Berry was a musical genius … but he was a vicious, mean guy. Dean Torrence 
was a pleasant guy who went along with it. “ 

Three years later, Dean Torrence would pleasantly go along with another not-so-nice guy 
when it emerged at trial that he had financed the hapless gang that kidnapped Frank 
Sinatra Jr in Lake Tahoe. The abduction was the brainchild of Barry Keenan, who had 
been in The Barons club with Dean in High School. Although Dean had known of the 
kidnap plan in advance, had provided the seed money, received a brown bag containing 
a 20% share of the $240,000 ransom money (which he subsequently returned to the 
gang) the authorities believed his assertion that he hadn’t taken the plot seriously and 
had just loaned money to Keenan whom he considered a friend in need! Even though he 
initially told a pack of lies at the trial about his involvement, he even avoided perjury 
charges! 

There was one repercussion. Jan and Dean were dropped from the cast of the movie 
“Ride the Wild Surf.“ 
Dean: “Maybe they were afraid we’d kidnap Fabian.”
By 1961, Kim was recording with Paul Revere and The Raiders and he and Skip Battin 
were sharing a house with the band’s lead singer Mark Lindsay. Every two weeks they 
would throw wild parties, with guests ranging from Joey Dee and the Starliters to India’s 
Prime Minister Nehru. The guys had a room in the house that housed a red light bulb 
they called Azor. Running beneath the carpet was a piano wire with which they could 
control the bulb. They would invite girls into the room and ask Azor if  the girls should 
“take off their clothes?” Unless funds were low, in which case the question would be 
“should the girls buy us food?”



In 1962,  Kim remembered the calypso records he’d picked up in polio rehab. Kim 
secured the copyright to an arrangement of the march from Tchaikovsky's 1892 ballet 
“The Nutcracker.” Session musicians were assembled and “Nut Rocker” by B. Bumble 
and The Stingers reached number 23 in the U.S. before topping the charts in Britain and 
a dozen more countries around the world.That same year, Kim talent scouted “"Papa-
Oom-Mow-Mow" by The Rivingtons. The king of the novelty tracks was on a roll.

Kim had entered the music business at a time when it was universally assumed that 
rock & roll was a passing fad that should be squeezed for every last drop of revenue 
before the public latched on to another craze. He had become a master at creating a 
novelty record, throwing together a fake band and milking as much as cash as possible 
in the shortest time before folding tents and moving on to the next project.  

“We were kids running amok in studios like rappers do now  … except the rappers have 
attorneys, we were all thieves … there was no bullshit about art or integrity or sensitivity. 
People were willing to pay us to do shit and keep doing it and we were addicted to the 
process.” 

In the pre-Manson Family days of Hollywood in 1963, hitchhiking  was still a socially-
acceptable way of travel.  One day, Kim thumbed a ride and, spotting instruments in the 
back of the car, learned that the driver was a musician called David Gates, who would 
later find fame as the leading light in Bread.  Gates played Kim a song called “Popsicles 
and Icicles.” Kim went into the studio with The Murmaids, a teenage trio of two sisters 
and a friend - two aged 15 and the other 13 – who he had discovered singing backing 
vocals on recording sessions.  He issued the track on Chattahoochee, a label he had 
helped set up and where he was the in-house producer. The single topped the Record 
World charts and hit number three on the Billboard charts. Major labels quickly beat a 
path to their door … but the Murmaids made the decision to show loyalty to 
Chattahoochee. That was a huge mistake.  Their career nosedived almost immediately 
and within six months they disbanded. Worse still, no royalties were ever forthcoming.  
1964 was a momentous year in US history. With America still in shock and mourning 
from the recent assassination  of JFK, his successor LBJ increased military presence in 
Vietnam and signed the Civil Rights Act into law, aiming to halt discrimination on 
grounds of race, color, religion and  nationality. 



Of course, Kim had more pressing concerns. Although he had so recently topped the 
charts, he was aware that the British invasion had changed the face of American music 
almost overnight. In April, the Beatles occupied the top 5 slots on the Billboard chart, a 
feat never achieved before or since. Kim knew the jig was up and he better come up 
with a change in musical direction … and quick.  

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 3: “THERE'S A PLACE FOR US …”

With the American charts dominated by British bands, Kim figured he should check out 
the source. He cashed out his involvement with Chattahoochee, loaded a suitcase with 
money and headed to London, where he hooked up with P.J. Proby, who had briefly been 
in the Hollywood Argyles.  

Born James Marcus Smith in Texas, Proby’s childhood had been just as colorful as 
Kim’s. At 5, his grandfather, a prison governor, had strapped the boy into the electric 
chair for a giggle.  An ex-wife: "shame that they didn't turn the fucking thing on.” 
At 10, he watched as his banker father loaded three shells into a rifle and had to be 
forcibly restrained by relatives from exacting vengeance on his perpetually unfaithful 
wife. Granted custody, his mother promptly packed him off to military school . When he 
returned as a 17-year-old in 1955, his stepsister was dating Elvis Presley.

Jim ran away to Hollywood, where he changed his name to Jett Powers and struggled to 
make inroads as a recording artist. He earned $10 a pop recording demos tracks in a 
Presley voice for consideration in Elvis movies.  Art: PJ in booth singing: “Fun in 
Acapulco!””  That’s when he wasn’t working as a motorcycle delivery boy. He sang in 
pick-up bands and drummed for Timi Yuro in Sunset Strip clubs. He had a walk-on role 
on tv’s “Gunsmoke” and was a stuntman at Warner Brothers doing horse falls and 
steeple falls. He’d even been a driver for Paul Newman and a bodyguard for Liberace. 

He was 24 when he proposed to his 15-year-old girlfriend. His first inkling that the 
marriage might be in trouble came when he found her in bed with two uniformed LA 
policemen. Those suspicions were confirmed when she subsequently stabbed him in 
the back with a butcher’s knife. The union lasted two years.  



By which time, he’d changed his name to P.J. Proby. He got his big break when he met 
Jack Good , the producer and director behind the top music shows of the day on British 
TV, who would soon export that format to American TV screens as “Shindig!” In 
Hollywood on business, he was introduced to Proby, whose long hair was tied back in a 
large bow, and immediately wanted to cast him as Cassio in “Catch My Soul,” an 
upcoming rock musical version of “Othello” he was making. When he was called back to 
Britain to produce a TV special for The Beatles, Good persuaded the group that Proby 
would be an ideal special guest on the show. 

When a drunken Proby staggered off the plane at London’s Heathrow, clad in cowboy 
hat and sporting swashbuckling and cowboy garb purloined from the Warner Bros 
costume department, Jack Good was waiting for him on the tarmac in a rolls Royce, 
surrounded by hordes of eager press. PJ proclaimed: “I’m going to fight all your men, 
fuck all your women and steal all your money. Then I’m going to buy myself a yacht and 
sail off into the wide blue yonder” as the Rolls pulled away. When they got out of sight, 
the car pulled over and Good slipped the driver a ten-pound note. The limo had been a 
publicity stunt to convince the British press that PJ Proby was a big Hollywood star. PJ 
and Jack continued the journey into the center of London by taxi. 

Proby was a sensation on “Around The Beatles.” Within weeks his “Hold Me” single was  
at #3 on the UK charts and he soon became a fixture on the British hit parade, hitting 
Top 10 with singles such as his Presley-esque rendition of “Somewhere” from “West 
Side Story.” 

Enter Kim Fowley. He moved into the posh townhouse Proby was renting in London’s 
exclusive Knightsbridge area  and threw himself wholeheartedly into the ongoing 
debauchery. Proby had imported his good friend Don Grollman, the disabled son of a 
Hollywood dentist, who wore porcelain Dracula fangs, and answered to the name of 
Bongo Wolf.
Proby: Bongo had a Quasimodo limp. He looked like something out of The Munsters."
The other housemates were Viv Prince - a drummer whose antics were so wild and 
eccentric that he would soon be thrown out of a band as outrageous as The Pretty 
Things – and James Phelge, who had shared a squalid flat with The Rolling Stones at 
one point and was described by Keith Richards as the most disgusting man he ever 



knew.  It was a non-stop party house, host to a steady parade of  celebrities, crooks, 
gangsters and uninhibited girls. One day, Graham Nash of the Hollies dropped in with 
Lulu, who he was dating, in time to see Kim and Proby chase down the street after Brian 
Jones, who had stolen their cat and had it hidden under his shirt!  Proby was dating 
actress Diana Dors, Britain’s answer to Marilyn Monroe. They returned to the house one 
night to find a party in full swing where a naked young lady was engaged in a mini-
olympics to see how far she could project boiled potatoes from her nether regions, while 
Kim marked her best efforts in chalk marks on the carpet. Henceforth she was known 
as Anne the Potato Girl. 

One house guest was American Gary Leeds, who would soon find fame and fortune in 
the UK with his trio The Walker Brothers. Proby woke up after one of his debauched 
parties to hear Leeds on the phone, pleading: "Mother – please – send me money. PJ 
Proby is a debauched pervert." 

Clad in a silver suit, Kim was now acting as Proby’s hype man and emcee on concert 
dates. He would whip up the audience of young females into a frenzy and  mass 
hysteria would break out when Proby took the stage. It was a deliberate ploy. Proby’s 
contract stipulated that he was not obliged to complete the show if security lost control 
of the audience. By inviting a riot each night, Proby could get paid his full fee and still be 
back in the pub before last call! 

When he wasn’t checking out The Who while they were still called The High Numbers … 
or Alvin Lee before Ten Years After … or The Yardbirds with Eric Clapton …Kim 
networked incessantly. 
He partied at the Ad-Lib Club with everyone from Judy Garland to The Beatles, where 
Ringo told him that the Fab Four had recorded a version “Alley Oop.”
“They don’t let me sing on too many.” 
It was never released. 

He spent time with Joe Meek, a strange but innovative producer behind tracks like the 
chart-topping “Telstar.” Meek had converted his small terraced house into a recording 
studio, with cables running the length of the stairs and machines in every room. On the 
dining table was a caged parakeet. 



“Nice bird.”
“This fucking thing makes noise when I record, so I have to put a black curtain over the 
birdcage so that my budgie doesn’t chirp!”
His landlady entered with tea and toast.
A couple of years later, Meek would take a shotgun and murder his landlady before 
turning the gun on himself.

Soon it was winter and time for Kim to fly back to the warmth of Los Angeles. 
Meanwhile, Proby’s career would quickly plummet like a concrete parachute. 
"In England I started at the top and worked my way down.” 

On tour with Cilla Black, his stage gear was a blue velvet tunic, matching skin-tight 
trousers, Little Lord Fauntleroy buckled shoes and hair tied in a large ribbon. When he 
split  his trousers from knee to crotch while onstage, it was front page news. When it 
happened three nights in a row, it was a national scandal. Not only was he thrown off 
the tour, he was banned from every theatre in the country and both BBC and ITV, the only 
TV stations in the UK at that time. 

Years later, Proby offered a different take on the trouser-spitting scandal. He maintained 
that the entire scandal was whipped up in the media by pop manager Gordon Mills and 
the impresarios promoting the tour, to allow Proby to be replaced  by a new client that 
Mills was grooming for stardom. Mills had rechristened raw Welsh power singer Tommy 
Woodward “Tom Jones”  to exploit the popularity of the bawdy  Albert Finney film of the 
same name, even going so far as to dress the singer in Regency garb with hair tied in a 
bow at the back. Before he could steer Jones to stardom, along came Proby clad in the 
same garb and cornering the market that Mills was looking to court. Sure enough, when 
Proby was ousted from the tour, his replacement was Jones …. who, a few weeks later,  
would ride the wave of publicity to the top of the charts with “It’s Not Unusual.”   

Proby’s tour schedule took him to South Africa, where he visited a Sangoma in Soweto. 
The Zulu fortune -teller cast bones from a leather cup and related extraordinary facts 
about the singer’s past. When he addressed Proby’s future, he fell silent and began to 
weep. 



 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 4: “LITTLE MAN …”

Like Kim, Rodney Bingenheimer had abandonment issues. His father left the family 
when Rodney was three, so he was raised in Northern California by his mother, an 
autograph hound whose collection included signed photos of everyone from JFK to 
Marilyn Monroe. Young Rodney was equally obsessed with celebrity culture, collecting 
records, and reading all the teen mags, scheming on ways to meet the stars he revered. 

In 1965, while dating a concert promoter’s daughter, he got to go backstage when The 
Beatles played The Cow Palace in San Francisco. 
Around that same time, backstage at a Dave Clark concert near the Mountain View 
home he shared with his mother, he ingratiated himself with support act Sonny and 
Cher. They told him he should look them up if he was ever in Hollywood. The Rodneys of 
the world don’t need asking twice. 
A few weeks later, he persuaded his mother to take him on the 400-mile drive south. 
Arriving in Los Angeles, they took a slight detour and his mother dropped him off 
outside the house of his crush, TV star Connie Stevens, with instructions to get an 
autograph. By the time the maid answered the door and told him that Connie was away 
on location, his mother had driven off. He didn’t see her for another six years. 

Rodney has said that Sonny & Cher effectively adopted him and became his surrogate 
parents. Which is absolutely fucking bizarre, as Cher is only 6 months older than 
Rodney. 
Of course, Sonny was 11 years older than Cher. They met when he was 27 years old and 
working as an arranger/percussionist/gopher for Phil Spector.  She was a 16-year-old 
dancer and aspiring actress who had just had a fling with movie star Warren Beatty.  
Sonny moved her into his apartment  and soon had her singing backing vocals on Phil 
Spector tracks like “Be My Baby” by The Ronettes. In 1964, in an effort to cash in on 
Beatlemania, Spector had her record “Ringo, I Love You” under the name Bonnie Jo 
Mason. What he hadn’t figured on was that a lot of stations would refuse to play the 
track, mistaking Cher’s deep vocal for that of a man and assuming it was a homosexual 
serenade to the mop top drummer. After trying their luck as the duo Caesar and Cleo, 



they hit pay dirt in 1965 as the bell-bottomed Sonny and Cher with the worldwide chart-
topper “I Got You Babe,”    

Rodney worked as the couple’s live-in publicist and all round gopher. Their patronage 
was his key to the kingdom, providing Rodney access to everyone who was anyone in 
the West Coast music scene.  They even helped him get work as an extra on movie sets. 
An unsuccessful audition for the role in The Monkees that went to Davy Jones saw him 
hired as the British actor’s body double for one episode.  Hordes of young girls would 
chase him down the street thinking he was actually Davy … it was as close as he could 
get to being famous without actually being famous. 

Rodney’s networking skills were second to none. So much so that actor Sal Mineo 
dubbed him “The Mayor Sunset Strip.” Watch concert or promo footage from LA in the 
1960s and Rodney is invariably front and center in the crowd. From The Byrds to Jimi 
Hendrix to Bob Dylan, Rodney is the elfin hanger-on with the Dutch Boy haircut standing 
next to the legend in the photo.  He even got to whack a tambourine  when Cher 
recorded “Bang Bang (My Baby Shot Me Down).

Kim and Rodney met in the parking lot of Ben Frank’s, the 24-hour diner on Sunset 
frequented by the illuminati and cognoscenti of west coast rock, from the Byrds to 
Zappa, where Kim was holding court. Rodney introduced himself to Kim and they 
immediately bonded over a shared admiration  … when Kim pronounced himself a 
musical genius and Rodney readily agreed. 

It was around this time in that same parking lot when 17-year-old Pamela Des Barres, 
who would go on to become one of rock’s most notorious groupies, first encountered 
the pair. Kim was addressing a throng of youngsters when Rodney sidled up to her:
"I'm Rodney Bingenheimer, mayor of the Sunset Strip. I double for Davy Jones on The 
Monkees. You're pretty."
He steered her towards Kim, who stopped talking, looked her up and down and 
proclaimed:
"I'd rather be married to you for 40 years than fuck you for 40 minutes." They became 
lifelong friends.



The Batman TV show had recently debuted, and the lanky stick insect and mop top mite 
became the Batman and Robin of Sunset Strip,  a dissolute duo dedicated to hustle, 
hedonism and rock & roll. And nubiles. 

With the advent of the hippies had come the mantra of “free love,” and the recently-
introduced birth control pill had liberated a generation of young women. 

Kim: “Tiny guys like Charlie Chaplin and Mickey Rooney have always got laid in 
Hollywood.” Rodney was no exception. 

He had established himself  at the center of a scene of young hopefuls drawn from all 
corners of America hoping to find movie or music fame in Hollywood and immersing 
themselves in the evolving world of sex, drugs and rock & roll on the Sunset Strip. 
Rodney never left.

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 5: “WHERE LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL ALL THE TIME …”

Kim had left for England in 1964 looking like a Madison Avenue ad man, short hair, suit 
and tie … and returned a longhaired hipster.  Kim always maintained that he didn’t do 
drugs:  “I’d had polio twice and pneumonia nine times. So when you’re sickly, you aren’t 
getting high and drunk, because that’s for all the guys on the football team from high 
school— growing up and thinking they’re immortal. They’re the ones who’d O.D. The guys 
whose childhood trauma and medication in a hospital setting —we don’t get high 
because we’re medicated, sometimes against our will.” 

So, naturally, his first solo single was called “The Trip,” a paean to LSD.

He recorded a mean-spirited Sonny and Cher pastiche - “America’s Sweethearts” - as 
Bunny and Bear with Gail Sloatman, who was the secretary at the Whisky A Go Go. Gail 
would soon meet and marry Frank Zappa of the Mothers of Invention and Kim would 
add vocals to the group’s debut album, “Freak Out.” Around this time, Kim also produced 
the single “Where It’s At” for Vito and the Hands. Vito Paulekas was a 53-year-old ex-con 
who had served time for armed robbery. He owned an art studio and his wife, who was 



30 years his junior, and ran a boutique selling designer hippie clothing. Together with 
their friend, who went by the name Captain Fuck, they led a troupe of 30-35 young 
“freaks” whose wild dancing was a bigger attraction in the Sunset Strip clubs than the 
bands, like The Doors and the Mothers of Invention, who played there. The Byrds and 
Arthur Lee’s Love would rehearse in Vito’s studio, which was a crash pad, along with a 
Laurel Canyon house called The Log Cabin, for a procession of wild young girls … so 
naturally Kim could usually be found  towering above Vito’s Freakers, throwing shapes in 
their midst on the dance floor, 

By the time the “Freak Out” album came out in 1966, Kim was back in London. When he 
wasn’t partying and carousing with Keith Moon, the wild man drummer of The Who, he 
was looking for the next big thing. He recorded Soft Machine. He co-wrote a song with 
Cat Stevens. Van Morrison had dived out of Them and Kim recorded the remaining 
members under the name The Belfast Gypsies. He produced tracks by a young band 
called The ’N Betweens. They wore suits and ties and travelled by train, (Guys struggling 
on the platform with drums, guitars, etc.) They would later be discovered by Chas 
Chandler, the former bassist of The Animals, who would get the group to adopt a 
skinhead, ‘bovver boy” image and call themselves Ambrose Slade, before truncating the 
name to Slade and riding the glam rock wave to the top of the UK charts. In 1966, 
however, Chandler was preoccupied with launching the career of a young guitarist he 
had  just introduced to London, Jimi Hendrix. 
Kim: What do you do?
Jimi: “I write science fiction rock & roll.” Hendrix showed Kim a sea chest with books by  
Ray Bradbury, Philip José Farmer.
While he was in England, Kim recorded his second single, a cover version of the novelty 
song “They're Coming to Take Me Away, Ha-Haaa!” The original was a worldwide hit for 
producer Jerry Samuels under the name Napoleon XIV but Kim’s version charted in  a 
couple of territories and he got to perform the track on the seminal UK pop show 
“Ready, Steady, Go.”  

Kim didn’t stay with Proby on that London trip because PJ had moved on. Following the 
British scandals, he had work permit problems so headed back to Los Angeles. Back in 
Hollywood, he bought a mansion, where he threw his customary wild soirees. 



PJ: At my parties, you checked in your clothes at the door. Men were given loin cloths, a 
hunting knife and a headband with one feather in it. Girls had a loin cloth. They had to 
see how many feathers they could get off men during the night. I was dressed in a loin 
cloth with a huge hunting knife. I carried a rifle. Pigs were roasted. We had grapefruits. 
We had avocados."  

He met 17-year-old heiress Judy Howard, whose family owned the racehorse Seabiscuit, 
at one of those parties and she became his second wife. “She arrived wearing no 
underwear and I knew then that she was class.”
The marriage was volatile. It was also illegal, as Proby had forgotten that he hadn’t 
actually gotten around to divorcing his first wife.  When the troubled heiress later took 
her own life, she left two suicide notes, neither of which was for Proby.  He founded The 
Nymphet Club of Hollywood and filled the house with a coterie of young girls aged 
11-15,  apparently intent on teaching them Southern etiquette or some such bullshit… 
which, astonishingly, was accepted as a perfectly reasonable explanation at the time.

He was in a bar when he learned that his mansion had exploded. He called his neighbor, 
Bobby Darin, on the bar’s payphone.
'Robert, will you look out and see if my house is still there, please?'
“Er, no, Jim. Lots of fire engines, but no house.'"
His dog was killed in the explosion. Proby: “All that was left was a grease stain.” 

Yes, Proby was experiencing setbacks, but it could have been much worse - he could 
have been Jan Berry. 

Three years earlier, Jan and Dean had reached the pinnacle of their careers, topping the 
Billboard charts in the summer of 1963 with “Surf City.” Like Kim, they recognized  that 
music was evolving at a breakneck pace, and although they emceed the groundbreaking 
T.A.M.I. show in late 1964 (art shows poster for show with the huge line-up of stars), by 
1965 they were looking to transition into light entertainment. They filmed a TV show 
pilot and were making a movie with comedy actor Terry Thomas when an accident 
during the shoot  – a train chase scene that went wrong – left Jan with his leg fractured 
in four places. The movie shoot was abandoned. They had also been hedging their bets 



and preparing for a possible life outside the entertainment business - Dean was 
studying architectural design and Jan was in medical school.  

Jan had always been a reckless driver … and in April, 1966, not too far from the stretch 
of road that had inspired the Jan and Dean hit “Dead Man’s Curve,” he ploughed his 
speeding Corvette Stingray into a parked truck. He suffered horrendous head injuries. 
When he emerged from a coma after two months, he was paralyzed, brain damaged and 
facing years of painful therapy and attempted rehabilitation.

Kim returned to Los Angeles in late 1966, just in time to see the city declaring war on the 
armies of teens who were thronging the Sunset Strip each night. The imposition of a 
curfew, revocation of under-age club permits and the forced closure of popular venue 
Pandora’s Box, after resident complaints about loud music, drug use, under-age drinking 
and traffic congestion, sparked a full-scale riot. Young actors Jack Nicholson and Peter 
Fonda ended up in handcuffs, watched by John Denver and by Sonny and Cher, arms 
around each other, wearing matching polka dot bell bottoms and wearing fake fur vests. 
Stephen Stills, who lost a tooth in the fracas, was inspired to write the protest song “For 
What It’s Worth” for his band Buffalo Springfield. In November, 1966, Ronald Reagan 
was elected Governor of California.

Phil Spector, who had recently bought a Hollywood castle and could regularly be seen 
cruising around LA in his Rolls Royce with a bevy of blondes and bodyguards, had 
enjoyed huge hits with The Crystals, The Ronettes and The Righteous Brothers. In March 
1966, when he recorded Tina Turner  (sweating, straining, stripped down to her bra) 
belting out “River Deep Mountain High ” over his trademark “wall of sound” in 1966,  
studio guests included Mick Jagger, actor Dennis Hopper, Brian Wilson … and Rodney.  

By now, Rodney was being mentored by Derek Taylor, the publicity guru for The Beatles 
who had recently set up shop in Los Angeles and had helped hype The Byrds to the top 
of the charts on both sides of The Atlantic. Taylor was instrumental in organizing the 
1967 Monterey Pop Festival, along with John Philips of The Mamas and  the Papas … 
and Lou Adler, who had discovered  the Mamas and the Papas and steered them to 
fame and fortune on his Dunhill label. Adler had recently sold the label for a substantial 



profit and launched his new Ode Records with Scott McKenzie’s "San Francisco (Be Sure 
to Wear Some Flowers In Your Hair)”, which they used to promote the festival. 
Taylor hired Rodney to distribute flyers and stickers promoting the festival on Sunset 
Boulevard … and Rodney managed to parlay that into a free airline ticket and a 
backstage pass. 

Not all rock stars appreciated his groupie attentions  - Brian Jones once kicked his ass 
for stalking him in a  club.  
“Can I get a picture.”
“Fuck off.”
“You can’t talk to me like that  - I’m Rodney. So fuck you”
“Wha -?”
Bang!

But nothing deterred young Rodney from his starstruck quest  …leaf through the pics of 
Monterey Pop  and there’s the dedicated hanger-on pictured inches away from the 
Afghan-coated Rolling Stone.  

Over the past couple of years, Rodney had been featured regularly in Tiger Beat, 
presenting himself as the well-connected confidante to the stars.. A few weeks after 
Monterey, Rodney used his Derek Taylor connection to glom onto George Harrison when 
The Beatle visited LA. Rodney sold a photo article  “My Groovy Visit With George 
Harrison” to the magazine. 
Rodney:  “I got laid every day for one week solid. I had teenage girls everywhere. All I did 
was went Next! (Finger snap.) Next! (Finger snap.) Next!”(Finger snap.) 

(Art note: practically every picture of Rodney with a celebrity in this period shows the 
star in a natural, candid moment while Rodney is motionless, stood slightly behind them 
and staring blankly at the camera - he has obviously interjected himself purely for a 
quick photo op. That’s the set-up that will be depicted in the art.)

Soon Rodney was penning his own regular gossip column in Go Magazine, which 
afforded him access to even more celebrity schmoozing. In 1968, at a press junket for 
The Hollies, he was irritating the band with his persistent brown-nosing until he told 



Graham Nash that he could introduce him to Michelle Phillips, who was recording 
nearby with The Mamas and The Papas. An intrigued Nash tagged along to the studio, 
where he struck up a rapport with Mama Cass Elliott. The following day, Cass picked 
Nash up at his hotel and took him to a party at David Crosby’s house. Within a year, 
Nash had joined Crosby, Stephen Stills and Neil Young in CSNY, the first great West 
Coast supergroup. “Part of me really believes none of this would have happened without 
Rodney.”

Meanwhile, the royalties had dried up - “the record industry is not a pension-orientated 
business”  - and Kim was living above a gas station at Doheny and Sunset. He recorded 
the  “Outrageous” album which included simulated sex, belches, dry heaving, death 
threats and references to Hitler’s dead body. He produced  proto-punkers The Seeds. 
Singer Sky Saxon would soon spend time living in a commune called The Source Family, 
which was led by Father Yod, alias YaHoWa, who owned a number of health food 
restaurants frequented by celebs. The profits funded the commune, Yod’s 14 wives and 
three children, and the psychedelic rock band, YaHoWa13, that he fronted. Yod 
subsequently moved the commune to Hawaii, where he met his untimely end when his 
maiden hang-gliding voyage saw him plunge from the top of a 1,400 ft  cliff and 
plummet to the beach. (Hurtling to his doom yodeling “Ya! Ho! Wa!” thud!)

Kim: “Sky was a nice, stupid guy -  what you’d get if Mick Jagger had sex with a donkey.” 
Sky’s last contact with Kim came in Las Vegas a few years later, when sporting brass 
knuckles, he walked up behind Fowley  … “Kim-fucking-Fowley” ….and knocked him 
unconscious. Another satisfied client!   

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 6: “WHEN I GET TO THE BOTTOM I GO BACK TO THE TOP…”

1969 was a seismic year in the United States. It was the year that an American became 
the first human to walk on the moon. Richard Nixon was sworn in as President amid 
growing opposition to the Vietnam war …yet it was the year that saw half-a-million US 
troops stationed in Vietnam while half-a-million kids attended the Woodstock festival for 
three days of “peace, love and music.” Made for $400,000, “Easy Rider,” brought the 
“counter culture” to the big screen and grossed $60 million in the process.  In stark 



contrast, the last vestiges of the hippy movement were laid to rest 16 weeks after 
Woodstock when The Stones played Altamont Speedway in Northern California, and 
Hells Angels  - hired as security – beat Jefferson Airplane’s Marty Balin unconscious, 
stabbed CSNY’s Stephen Stills in the leg and murdered 18-year-old Meredith Hunter in 
plain view.

By 1969, Rodney was an established figure on the LA music scene. The year opened 
with him emceeing the Los Angeles debut of Led Zeppelin, supported by Alice Cooper, 
at The Whisky.  Zeppelin had only been in existence for 5 months. They had first gotten 
together as The New Yardbirds, and their first studio session was backing PJ Proby … 
who had just been declared bankrupt in the UK … on his  “Three Week Hero” album.

After Vito and Captain Fuck had beaten a retreat from Los Angeles, Frank Zappa had 
moved into The Log Cabin and  inherited the coterie of free spirited female “freaks.” 
Dubbed the GTOs, they were Hollywood’s Super Groupies. Zappa hit upon the idea of 
having them perform onstage and recorded an album with them.  “Permanent Damage” 
featured contributions from Lowell George, Ry Cooder and Rod Stewart. The album 
featured a track called “Rodney” on which the girls traded lines with Rodney 
Bingenheimer. In 3 minutes and 42 seconds, they skewered his haircut, his height, his 
incessant brown nosing, his constant name dropping and his bragging about sexual 
conquests … and ended by offering to introduce him to their 12-year-old sister. 

July 1969 found Rodney covering the Las Vegas comeback of Elvis Presley, a 
triumphant return to the stage after 8 years. 

Meanwhile,  Kim was producing an album in Hollywood with Gene Vincent. 

The story of  rockabilly legend Vincent is illustrative of the shark-infested waters in 
which a barracuda like Kim Fowley … and a minnow like Rodney … were swimming. 

Maybe he had walked under a ladder at some point, … or kicked a black cat or banged a 
nun …but Gene Vincent was the most cursed man in rock & roll. He was serving in the 
US Navy when a 1955 motorcycle crash left the 20-year-old with a shattered leg encased 
in a steel sheath and a taste for pain-killing pills and booze. The following year, Gene 



Vincent and The Blue Caps sold two million copies of “Be-Bop-A-Lula” and although they 
had more chart success and got to appear in the Jayne Mansfield movie “The Girl Can’t 
Help It,” by 1959, he’d sold all the band’s equipment to pay his tax bill and fled to Europe. 
He reinvented his look in Britain, clad head to toe in black leather, sporting gloves and 
medallion. But his 1960 tour of Britain ended with a car crash that shattered his 
collarbone, badly injured his legs and killed his friend, pop star Eddie Cochran. His 
career was now managed by the notorious Don Arden, whose negotiating tactic of 
dangling musicians and rival managers out of  windows contributed to his nickname the 
“Al Capone of pop.” Don kept Gene busy by sending him out on Continental excursions. 
The hits had dried up, which is more than can be said for alcoholic Gene, whose violent 
escapades on tour whittled away at the number of venues prepared to book him. Don 
booked treatment in a Harley Street clinic, where Gene was sedated and fed 
intravenously for a few days, but that didn’t cure him … he bragged that he had 
hoodwinked the doctors … nor did the sessions with a psychiatrist. Over the next few 
months, he tried to brain his tour manager with a chair … pulled a knife on Don … and 
was arrested and charged with threatening to shoot his wife with a luger.  “I hope my 
fans remember me as Gene Vincent not Gene Autry.”  All the time, his leg was diseased 
and getting worse, and he invariably used crutches offstage. The same crutches he 
used to assault  his wife during Christmas of 1963.  Eventually, with the UK tax 
authorities, his wife and Don Arden in hot pursuit, he made his way back stateside and 
took up residence in Los Angeles. But not before he had tried to shoot a singer called 
Paul Gadd … who would soon find chart success as Gary Glitter … on tour in Germany. 

Living in Hollywood in 1969, Gene did his drinking in The Shamrock on Santa Monica 
Blvd … where he quickly found a like-minded companion in Jim Morrison, lead singer 
with The Doors. 
Soon, the recording sessions were crowded with sundry liggers, leeches and a 
procession of celebrities, from Linda Ronstadt to the Lovin’ Spoonful’s John Sebastian 
and his giant sheepdog, an 11-year-old Michael Jackson, and of course, the ever-present 
Rodney. 
One night, the drummer from The Doors brought the band’s producer and two young 
women to the studio. Gene blew a gasket, drew a gun from his boot and chased the  
four of them from the studio, "I'm a sharpshooter and you will all die when I start firing at 
you. Leave my studio.” 



A week later, Kim and Rodney headed up to Toronto to attend a festival that featured 
Vincent and a string of veteran rock & rollers, including Little Richard, Chuck Berry, Jerry 
Lee Lewis and Bo Diddley, and was headlined by The Doors.  Ticket sales were slow and 
the gig was in jeopardy until Kim, his hustler spidey-senses tingling, came up with the 
idea of inviting John Lennon and Yoko Ono over from England to emcee the show. He 
knew The Beatles loved all the old rock stars and had recorded songs by most of them, 
and he knew that they patterned their leather-clad image in their early Hamburg days on 
Gene Vincent’s look. The gambit worked. Not only did Lennon agree to attend the show, 
he offered to put together a pick-up band that included Eric Clapton and play his first live 
gig in three years. Hustler Kim had merely done what he did best. 

So too had Rodney, who unctuously ingratiated himself with Lennon. He volunteered to 
tag along in the limo to pick Lennon up at the airport  and played The Beatle a cassette 
of the Presley comeback show in which he covered two Beatles songs.  “Hey Jude” and 
“Yesterday.” Although that probably didn’t impress Lennon much as both were songs 
penned by McCartney  … but when Rodney got Gene Vincent’s autograph for the ex-
Beatle , who was too shy to approach his hero, it was mission accomplished for 
Rodney.  

That night, Kim added to his own myth by inventing a new rock tradition. Before a 
nervous Lennon took the stage, Kim addressed the crowd and had them hold their 
lighters and matches aloft in tribute. Lennon and  the Plastic Ono Band duly entered a 
sea of lights.

The freewheeling, free-loving Los Angeles of the 1960s effectively ended that August, 
with the Manson murders.  

Yet another ex-con turned cult guru, Charlie Manson led a “Family” of waifs and strays 
who lived in a commune located at the dilapidated Spahn Ranch, a purpose-built  
western production location that offered horse-riding rentals. Manson was looking to 
land a record deal but it was probably more a case of access to his free-loving female 
followers than an appreciation of Charlie’s songwriting that led to the patronage of 
Dennis Wilson of The Beach Boys, Neil Young, and sundry LA music figures.  For a time, 



the Manson Family operated in the orbit of The Beach Boys, living at Dennis Wilson’s  
house, hanging around recording sessions - where the diminutive Charlie would vie with 
the ubiquitous Rodney for the title of shortest man in the room. But soon the cult was 
persona non grata around rock royalty.  Following two nights of brutal, senseless 
killings, in which Manson followers slaughtered Sharon Tate and six others, the easy 
access to celebrity that had been a hallmark of the Hollywood scene was abruptly over, 
as frightened stars of music and movies armed themselves and retreated behind gated 
walls. 

Although Kim merely saw it as another opportunity to indulge his priapic pursuits. While 
Manson and his disciples were on trial, Kim and Rodney  drove out to the Spahn ranch 
where many of Manson’s young girl followers were still living.  The car pulled up and 
Kim rolled down the window and proclaimed “I’m Your New Leader!”   

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 7: “I'M A REAL WILD CHILD  …”

The music business had changed dramatically by the end of 1972, the emphasis long 
since shifted from pop to rock in the wake of the Monterey Festival.
Gene Vincent, Jimi Hendrix, Jim Morrison, Brian Jones and Janis Joplin were dead, 
victims of their own excesses.
The Beatles had split up, but not before Phil Spector had been brought in to add 
production to the “Let It Be” album. His string arrangement had enraged Paul 
McCartney! 
Sonny and Cher had morphed into TV entertainers and were starring in their own variety 
show, “The Sonny & Cher Comedy Hour.”
Ode Records had made Lou Adler an exceptional wealthy man. That year, Carole King's 
“Tapestry” album, which had sold 25 million copies worldwide, won two Grammys.
His erstwhile partner, Herb Alpert, hadn’t done too shabbily either. As a recording artist, 
he had sold millions of records with his band, The Tijuana Brass … and as a solo artist, 
he had topped the Billboard charts in 1968 with “This Guy’s In Love With You.” The 
record label he created with Jerry Moss, A&M, would eventually be home to some of the 
biggest names in popular music, from The Carpenters to The Police, from Peter 
Frampton to Bryan Adams.



By contrast, Kim Fowley was releasing solo albums , such as 1972’s “I’m Bad,” that were 
sinking without trace.
It could have been worse - he could have been PJ Proby. 

After appearing on the UK stage in Jack Good’s  “Catch My Soul,” Proby returned to the 
States in 1972. He fell head over heels in love with Claudia Martin, daughter of the 
legendary, cocktail-sipping crooner. She evidently liked men who liked a drink. She 
persuaded her dad to feature her new fiancee on his hugely popular “Dean Martin Show.” 
But after a blind-drunk Proby fell backwards off his podium during filming and blacked 
out, he was omitted from the broadcast.  Dean, onlooking, cocktail in hand: “Ain’t that a 
kick in the head …”
PJ:  “I was out cold, like a cucumber.” 
The romance went downhill quickly after that and when she began dating a new beau, 
an irate, intoxicated, shotgun-toting Proby confronted them out walking one day. Shots 
were fired. Unfortunately, he was standing outside a police station at the time. That little 
escapade earned Proby three months behind bars, after which he headed back across 
the Atlantic and onto the UK cabaret circuit.

In early 1971, Rodney had been working as the West Coast promotions man for Mercury 
Records, where it was his job to act as driver and guide to musicians visiting from 
England, like Rod Stewart. 
David Bowie arrived at LA International Airport sporting shoulder-length locks, carrying a 
long purse and wearing a dress. Rodney ferried him around in a borrowed Cadillac, 
taking him to radio interviews and introducing him to the great and not-so-good. 
Later that year, Rodney had headed out to London to take David up on his offer to look 
him up. The trip cost him his girlfriend, Melanie McDonald, who ended up marrying 
Bowie’s manager, Tony DeFries … but he gained the idea that would launch him into LA 
legend. By day, he would sit in on the Trident Studios sessions for the Hunky Dory album 
… but at nights he would visit a club called The Cellar. Glam rock had exploded in the UK, 
and the club played all the latest tracks by Slade, T.Rex, and The Sweet.  Rodney was 
blown away by the music and the outrageous fashion … and when Bowie casually 
suggested that he open a club in LA to play this new music, Rodney took his words to 
heart, bought as many records as he could lay his hands on and headed back to 
Hollywood. 



In October 1972, Rodney opened The E Club near the Chateau Marmont on Sunset 
Boulevard. By December, it had moved further down the strip and morphed into Rodney 
Bingenheimer’s English Disco. 
The club was a cathedral to Ziggy Stardust, Roxy Music and all things British glam … and 
it immediately became the epicenter of LA’s burgeoning Glitter Rock culture. 
All the visiting UK bands would head to the club, attracted to the imported draft 
Watney’s Red Barrel, the sausage rolls and steak and kidney pies … and the girls. 

The club was a mecca for teenage girls, some as young as 12 and 13. Like Kari Krome, 
an aspiring songwriter attracted to the androgyny.  These kids would sip cherry cola, 
pop pills and dance wildly on the mirrored dance floor. Some were rich kids, others waifs 
of the street, but the common denominators were debauchery, decadence and a dress 
code that was louche and lascivious. Newsweek magazine described it : "The dance 
floor is a dizzy kaleidoscope of lamè hotpants, sequined halters, rhinestone-studded 
cheeks, thrift-store anythings and see-through everythings. During the breaks, 14-year-
old girls on 6-inch platforms teeter into the back bathrooms to grope with their partners 
of the moment. Most of the sex is as mixed as the drinks and the drugs the kids bring 
with them.”
One regular recalled seeing Kim and Rodney regularly prowling the premises scouting 
prey, looking for all the world like Lurch and Cousin Itt.
Rodney: “There was nothing like it in LA at all. Everyone looked like miniature rock 
stars.” 

In the vanguard of these garter-belt Lolitas thronging Rodney’s dance floor were the 
“baby groupies,” led by the infamous Sable Starr. She had lost her virginity to Spirit 
guitarist Randy California when she was 12. Iggy Pop wrote a song  about her, 
recounting how he slept with her when she was 13.  Her friend Lori Maddox slept with 
David Bowie when she was 15 before entering into a lengthy relationship with  Jimmy 
Page soon after. His band, Led Zeppelin, were regulars in the tiny VIP area of Rodney’s 
club. Model and inveterate rock paramour Bebe Buell remarked: “Every rock star that 
came to LA wanted to meet them, it wasn’t the other way around. It was like, ‘We’ve got 
to meet Sable Starr and Lori Maddox.” The girls led a glamorous life of limos and 
exclusive parties  and became celebrities in their own right, regularly featured on the 
pages of Creem and Rockscene magazines. In a three -page article in Star Magazine, 



Sable boasted about her relationships with such stars as Iggy Pop, Jeff Beck, David 
Bowie, Mick Jagger, Rod Stewart, Marc Bolan, and Alice Cooper.  Somehow, these 
escapades escaped the attention of the authorities! Instead, celebrities from Roxy 
Music to Elton John regularly dropped by. One night, Elvis showed up with Linda 
Thompson and his bodyguards and sampled the English beer. 
Elvis to Rodney: “Reminds me of the beer I drank when I was stationed in Germany in 
the army.”
  
When The New York Dolls played a live set at the club in 1973, Kim was inspired to 
create yet another of his pale imitations. He recruited five pretty boy musicians and got 
to hustling. The Hollywood Stars headlined The Whisky, playing to a packed crowd that 
included John Lennon. They signed to Columbia … but before the debut album could be 
released they were dropped by the record company, following a disastrous showdown 
with the label about  Kim’s production.
A&R guy Ted Fagen: “We ‘re at the point now where we have to have REAL producers.”
Kim: In other words, you’re telling us we are too urine-stained to join your country club?.”
Banned from the studio, Kim quickly lost interest. That was the end of that escapade. 

Kim’s fortunes took an uptick when he placed three songs on the “American Graffiti” 
soundtrack. He also co-wrote songs for KISS, Helen Reddy, Alice Cooper, Van Halen, 
Leon Russell and Kris Kristofferson and produced tracks for an early incarnation of 
Jonathan Richman and The Modern Lovers.

In 1974, he had the idea to create an all-girl group and placed an ad in Who Put The 
Bomp magazine. He got no replies. 

Although the theme at  the English Disco was glitter and glam, the vibe was increasingly 
dark.  One night, someone died of an overdose on the sidewalk. A Suzi Quatro fanatic 
called Joan Jett, a blonde in those days, was one of  the teen regulars who blithely 
walked past the corpse and into the club where twins Cherie and Marie Currie were 
dancing to The Sweet. When Iggy Pop, who was quite literally a fucking drug-addled 
mess in those days,  performed at the English disco in August 1974, he was whipped by 
a Nazi-uniformed James Williamson of The Stooges, before taking a butcher’s knife and 
carving his own chest open as security rushed to intervene. Iggy would shortly commit 



himself to UCLA’s Neuropsychiatric Institute. The New York Dolls played a live set  at the 
club and pretty soon Sable Starr had run off to New York to live with the band’s guitarist, 
Johnny Thunders. His violent jealousy was fueled by his drug use and Starr was 
regularly battered and bruised. After terminating a pregnancy, the 16-year-old headed 
back to Los Angeles, to the relief of her parents who had called in the police to look for 
her.  

Darker still was the aura around Led Zeppelin. When not invading Rodney’s, the band 
always occupied the top floor of the Continental Hyatt House - aka “The Riot House’” -  
and would hold court at the new rock watering hole, The Rainbow Bar and Grill on 
Sunset. The band and entourage could be gratuitously violent and increasingly 
depraved. Jimmy Page was obsessed with the occult, even going so far as to buy the 
Loch Ness, Scotland home of satanist Aleistair Crowley. Drummer John Bonham was a 
violent thug when drunk … and he was usually drunk. Not for nothing were journalists 
covering Led Zeppelin tours issued with warnings that included: “Do not make any sort 
of eye contact with John Bonham. This is for your own safety." Journalist Nick Kent  
recalled seeing Bonham and tour manager Richard Cole “beat a guy senseless for no 
reason and then drop money on his face.”

Bowie: “There was something horrible permeating the air in LA in those days.”
The city was evil and it very nearly  killed David Bowie. By 1975, after living in the city for 
a year, he was coked up, skeletal and psychotic and surrounded by “scum.” In the nick of 
time, he took himself off to Berlin to heal.
Bowie: “To be anything to do with rock and roll and go and live in Los Angeles is, I think, 
just heading for disaster. The fucking place should be wiped off the face of the Earth. “ 

Of course, Kim was in his element.   

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 8: “WE'LL TAKE YOU FAR IN OUR MAGIC CARS …”

Joe and I weren’t prepared for our first sighting of Kim:
6’5” tall, face painted garishly, he was fighting with Santa Claus! (It was a promo guy in 
the suit giving out free American Spirit cigarettes.) 



The editor was ready to throw him out but we intervened because I wanted to get my 
artwork signed first. 
When we approached, Kim was leaning against a wall, holding court, pontificating about 
the upcoming movie, “The Runaways, starring Kristen Stewart and Dakota Fanning, with 
Michael Shannon playing Kim. He had seen a screening (the movie would premiere a 
month after the party.)
““I was terrified that Carrot Top was going to play me.”
Someone said how much they liked his musical output and started to list their favorites. 
Kim admonished them “Don’t jerk off to the past,” which prompted me to make the 
smartass remark “Yeh, jerk off to the Future.” 
Kim roared his approval and turned his attention to me and my brother. 
We were introduced as Joe and Luke from the band Pop Noir and Kim was told that I 
was also the artist who had drawn him for the mag. 
“Really? Well, you made my forehead too big!”
“So does that mean I can’t get you to sign my copy?”
“I’ll sign it. Let’s go outside where it’s not as loud..”
Outside, Kim learned against a car. He explained that he suffered from terrible vertigo 
and always had to be propped up against something.
“So what’s happening with your band?” 
We had just released our debut single and Joe had brought a few copies of the 7” vinyl 
to give our friends. He pulled a copy out of his tote bag and gave it to Kim. Now we had 
his full attention.  He studied the record sleeve, He thought our image was “very cool,” 
seemed smitten with our  English accents and said he couldn’t wait to play it and hear 
what we sounded like. He noticed our Fantastic Heat logo and asked what that was. We 
told him that it was the name of the record company we had started. It’s an abstract 
logo that represents a bright orange sun. Kim said we should change the name of our 
band to Fantastic Heat because it would be perfect for Scandinavia and any other 
countries that don’t get a lot of sunshine. That we should be  “more like neon signs in 
Sweden on a cold night.”   

At that point, he suddenly said:
“There’s instruments inside - let’s go in and grab guitar and see what you’ve got.”
A guitar exhibition was part of the party. Kim didn’t wait for permission and just grabbed 
a very expensive-looking white Telecaster.



“Give me a rock and roll riff” he commanded and Joe obliged.
“That’s perfect - keep it going!”
Joe played the  riff over and over while Kim improvised an impromptu homage  to Pop  
Noir.

The interesting part of this is that we have video from the night, with Kim freestyling that 
song about Pop Noir. We thought we could put a QR code in the book at this point, 
taking the reader to the video!!! https://vimeo.com/8882431

“Now write the rest of it and we’ll record it. Stop!”
By the end of the song, Joe’s fingers had bled across the strings and surface of this 
expensive guitar. 
Kim and I went back outside to chat more, leaving Joe to carefully wipe the blood from 
the guitar and sheepishly put it back on its stand. 
As the party was ending by this point, we exchanged phone numbers with him and took 
off.
On the drive home, we laughed about how entertaining and over-the-top Kim was … but 
questioned why the fuck would anyone work with a lunatic like that? Especially if all 
those tales about him managing The Runaways were true? 

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 9: “HELLO DADDY, HELLO MOM …”

By 1975, glitter had lost its luster and the English Disco had closed its doors. Kari Krome 
had graduated to the city’s rock dives and gay bars. When Rodney introduced her to Kim 
at a birthday party for Alice Cooper at The Palladium, she told him she was a songwriter. 
Kim laughed … but after she spat some lines at him he changed his tune. He  was 
impressed …  “Jailbait that can WRITE!” … and savvy enough to smell money. On her 
14th birthday he signed her to a publishing deal. 
Soon she was pushing Kim to find some girl musicians to play her songs. “How come 
there’s no girl Stones? No female New York Dolls?” Kim told her to see if she could find 
candidates.
Kari already knew Joan Jett from their English disco days, knew she played guitar and 
was desperate to form a band so she introduced Joan to Kim. 



A few days later , a 15-year-old girl from 50 miles south of Hollywood in Huntington 
Beach, approached Kim in the parking lot outside the Rainbow Bar and Grill on Sunset.
“My name’s Sandy West and I’m a drummer “ she told the guy in the weird orange suit. 
His eyes lit up.   
Joan: “ I took four buses to get to Sandy’s house so we could jam in her rec room. Then 
we called Kim on the phone and played him some songs and the Runaways were 
formed that day.  August 5, 1975.”
The two girls began to spend time at Kim’s apartment, writing songs, making calls, 
making plans. Writing the ads that Kim would place in papers and magazines looking to 
expand the line-up.
None of the girls who auditioned were suitable until Sue Thomas turned up. Although 
she was 20, which was a drawback to Kim’s plans to market his charges as jailbait 
rockers, she looked great, sang really well and was a very good bass player. She was 
welcomed into the ranks and renamed Micki Steele.
They had a band. Now they needed a name.  After rejecting Venus and the Razorblades 
(a name Kim would later use for another of his projects) Kim was inspired by a porno 
mag called Teenage Runaways that he had found. He covered the word Teenage with 
his hand and The Runaways were born.  
When 16-year-old Lita Ford received a phone call out of the blue from Kim asking her to 
audition, he told her
“I can make you into one of the biggest rock stars in the world. You will fuck the best 
rock stars. You will tour the biggest arenas. You will be on the cover of every magazine. 
You will become a legend.” They spoke for over an hour and when the Black Sabbath fan 
learned that Kim was personal friends with Ritchie Blackmore she was sold.
At the first rehearsal, Lita broke into a Deep Purple riff and fellow metal fan Sandy 
locked right in. By the time they’d bonded over Hendrix and Led Zep tunes, Lita was in 
the band.
Lita was a tough girl from Long Beach. She had arrived at her audition sporting a black 
eye from a recent fight and just weeks after  terminating an unwanted pregnancy. But 
she wasn’t particularly worldly-wise and just three days into rehearsals, when it dawned 
on her that  Sandy, Joan, and Kari were enjoying each other’s company in various 
amorous permutations, she decided to quit the band. 



The Runaways ploughed on as a trio. They made their debut at a house party in 
Torrance on  September 12 and over the next few weeks played numerous house parties 
before making their Hollywood debut with two matinee shows at The Whisky a Go Go. 
The two shows were a triumph, which didn’t escape the attention of Lita Ford. She soon 
realized that she had overreacted and began to fret that The Runaways would conquer 
the world without her. It was a huge relief to her when the girls contacted her and asked 
her to reconsider. 
No sooner was Lita back in than Micki was out. She didn’t really like the music they were 
making and didn’t really want to be part of a teen band. Mostly, she found Kim’s 
advances creepy and his antics obnoxious. The antipathy was mutual. When he sacked 
her from the band Kim was brutal:
Kim: “You have no magic. This is the only chance you’ll ever have to be a rock star and 
you’ve blown it.”
As Michael Steele , she would later find multi-platinum success as a member of all-girl 
quartet The Bangles, topping the charts with such hits as “Walk Like an Egyptian.”
With Steele out of the way, Kim was free to pursue his vision of a jailbait, cocktease 
blonde to front the band. Legend has it that he and Joan found the perfect candidate 
one night at an under-age club called The Sugar Shack.
The truth is that 15-year-old Cherie Currie, who had been dancing regularly on TV show 
“American Bandstand,” approached Kim at the Whisky shows and hyped herself to him. 

Kim told Cherie to learn a Suzi Quatro number for her audition. She turned up ready to 
sing the sultry “Fever,” the Peggy Lee classic that Quatro had covered. Lita Ford was 
having none of that. 
Lita: “We want some rock and roll, goddammit.”
Kim: “Okay, hold on. We’ll just write a song. What sounds like Cherie? Cherry. We’ll write 
a song called Cherry Bomb.”
And with that, Kim and Joan retired to an adjacent room. 25 minutes later, they came 
back in and taught the band  the number. Cherie nailed it, stuttering the chorus like 
David Bowie singing “Changes.”
Kim: “She immediately delivered the fucking thing. There it was - the million dollar thing.”
As with all things Kim, the truth is that he had written the song the night before 
specifically with Cherie’s audition in mind.
On any event, soon it was handshakes all round as Cherie was welcomed into the fold. 



But they still needed a bass player. In desperation, Kim contacted the Musicians Union 
and was steered to 19-year-old Peggy Foster. Her playing was fine but Kim decided that 
her long hair made her look too similar to Lita. He convinced Peggy to cut it off and get 
a perm. She did, amidst floods of uncontrollable tears.  Peggy didn’t last long. She 
baulked at the tantrums, shouting and crying that marred rehearsals, which she blamed 
on Kim giving the girls free rein to “be mean, bad and nasty.” Joan remembered it 
differently, insisting that it was Peggy’s airs of superiority over her musical chops that 
caused the friction. Peggy bailed, Kim’s words ringing in her ears:
“You’ll never play in Hollywood again, I’ll ruin you.”
She went on to enjoy a long career as a session musician, playing with the likes of Steve 
Vai.  

Mercury Records was ready to sign The Runaways if they could find a bass player to 
complete the lineup.  Jackie Fuchs had previously auditioned as a guitarist and been 
rejected … but now, in desperation, Kim turned to her to try out on bass. So the “Valley 
Princess” as Sandy put it was renamed Jackie Fox and she was in. 
Kim’s idea of preparing his young charges for the tough world of rock and roll was to 
have a “heckler’s row” of friends throw garbage at them as they rehearsed and harangue 
them unmercifully, calling them every name under the sun.
Jackie: “He didn’t dare call us “dog cunts” in front of our parents.”
 On the contrary, he would spend hours on the phone doing his best to charm the 
parents and assure them that tutors and chaperones would be provided and their 
children would be protected and safe.

The Oliver Twist of the polio hospital bed had morphed into the Fagin of Sunset Strip. 
Kim signed the band to Mercury - but not before he locked the girls into a deal that gave 
him all rights to merchandising, songwriting, ownership of the recording masters and all 
rights to the band’s name. In fairness, by the time the record contract was signed, Kim 
had already invested $8,000 of his own money in the group, later noting ruefully that 
“none of the parents had ever chipped in.” His share of the $30,000 advance was $5,000 
… leaving him still three grand in the hole.



In late January, Kim launched the quintet at The Starwood, before a packed crowd that 
included Robert Plant and Jimmy Page, Ace Frehley of Kiss and Patti Smith Group 
guitarist Lenny Kaye.

The debut album was recorded in March, 1976 and released that summer in a tsunami 
of Fowley-generated hype. The rock press  took the bait and cover stories and acres of 
press abounded. But radio was another matter. Try as the promo teams might, they 
couldn’t get radio to get behind the girls. The debut album barely scratched the Billboard 
and the single :”Cherry Bomb” sank without trace. 

Rodney had received a credit on the album and was playing the girls as much as he 
could on his new radio show. Slated to introduce the band at a high school auditorium 
performance in Fullerton, he took Queen’s Roger Taylor and Brian May along with him on 
the hour-long drive south. The three long-haired men got no further than the parking lot 
when the principal refused them permission to enter school grounds!
Rodney: “But I’m with Queen.”
Principal: “I don’t care if you're with the King, you're not coming in!”

The Runaways were struggling to establish an identity with the record-buying, concert-
going public.  They saw themselves as a tight, hard-rocking outfit … but Kim was 
determined to market them as jailbait fantasy. 
When Cherie Currie decided to start wearing a corset , stockings and skimpy panties 
onstage, the debate was settled.

When the  band set off on a nationwide tour, KIm stayed in Hollywood and appointed 
Scott Anderson as tour manager.
Cherie: “That was a little like putting a fox in charge of the chicken coop.” 
Sex and drugs abounded and the rock and roll debaucherty was unbridled. Before tour’s 
end, Anderson had hooked up with four of the five teenage girls, only Jackie Fox 
resisting his advances. He wasn’t just horny, he was pretty inept. Although the shows 
were packed, vehicles were wrecked, hotel bills unpaid, flights missed and promoters 
alienated.  But Anderson did take the opportunity to steer his charges out of Kim’s 
grasp.



Soon the band and Kim were at loggerheads, slating each other in the press. Although 
Kim owned all the rights and was contracted to produce the second album, he was 
banned from rehearsals. He responded in typical Kim fashion, telling Crawdaddy 
magazine:
““Handling Cherie Currie’s ego is like having a dog urinate in your face. The best thing 
that could happen to this band would be if Cherie hung herself from a shower rod and 
put herself in the tradition of Marilyn Monroe and Patty Hearst.”

When they weren't fighting with Kim, the girls were fighting amongst themselves. 

In September, 1976, the band flew to England on the start of a European tour.  Punk rock 
was just beginning to explode in the UK and The Runaways played to rapturous, raucous, 
pogo-dancing crowds who would shower the band with spit. There were riots at every 
gig. The reception in the UK was so great that the band didn’t even bother to play the 
rest of Europe!

Back in the states, Anderson was fired … but not before he got Cherie pregnant. 
Although big name managers were sniffing around, Kim owned all the rights so the girls 
had no choice but to crawl back to him. For his part, a slightly chastened Kim agreed to 
curb his most abusive inclinations. He also agreed to bring in a co-producer for the 
second album. “Queens of Noise” was recorded in two weeks but tensions within the 
group were coming to a head, particularly as Joan was taking lead vocals on an 
increasing number of tracks.

The album was slated in the press and failed to dent the charts. The girls went out on 
the road and embraced their customary wild ways. The tour was  a long drug-addled, 
debauched orgy. But the bills for the wrecked cars and hotel rooms and  abandoned U-
hauls were being picked up by the label and deducted from royalties. There wasn’t even 
any money for food.   

The Japanese tour was a different story. They were greeted at the airport by thousands 
of screaming girl fans, played packed shows and were trailed everywhere by press and 
paparazzi. But the tensions within the ranks were exacerbated when the girls discovered 
that the Japanese equivalent of Playboy was plastered with raunchy solo shots of  



Cherie. It wasn’t that Cherie was scantily-clad … all the girls were more than happy to 
pose in risque outfits. It was that Cherie was being singled out for all the attention that 
rankled. 

The situation was exacerbated by Jackie. The “goodie two-shoes”  had tired of The 
Runaways and they of her. The final straw came when her prized 1966 Thunderbird bass 
was wrecked when someone tripped and knocked over the flimsy stand she had asked 
be replaced. Distraught, back in her hotel room she cut her arm with a broken bottle. 
Cherie found her, and Jackie was patched up in the emergency room. The next day, after 
taping a TV show, Jackie called her mother and said she wanted to come home. No-one 
said goodbye,  a bus ticket was left for her at hotel reception and she was gone. 

She had left her bandmates high and dry. 
Joan took a tshirt that featured a photo of all five girls and burned a hole through 
Jackie’s face with a cigarette ...then switched to bass to enable the group to play the 
prestigious Tokyo Music Festival.

Tracks for the “Live in Japan: had already been recorded  … but by the time the record 
was issued, it was over. Jaclie’s replacement was Tory Tischler, who tracked Kim down 
when she learned of the vacancy. Ordered to lose 15 pounds, she was renamed Vicki 
Blue by Joan. She was barely in the ranks before Cherie was out.

A huge row erupted when the habitually tardy Cherie was late for a photoshoot and said 
she would have to leave early because of a family thing. Cherie flounced off to her 
dressing room, Lirta kicked down the door and demanded she choose band or family.  
Cherie chose family. Jett burned another hole in her t-shirt.

Joan took over frontwoman duties  and the band soldiered on. But now that the jailbait 
image was buried, the girls realized that Kim was an albatross on their ambitions. He 
was despised inmany quarters.
Joan: “A lot of people don’t like Kim. A lot of press people, record companies. Lots of 
people I talk to say they hate him and they think he’s an asshole. People won’t take us 
seriously, they think we’re just a Kim Fowley product.”



Money was a major issue. Or rather the lack of it. Because he owned everything, the 
money all flowed through Kim, Or rather it didn’t. The truth is that The Runaways got lots 
of press and toured the world  … but they didn’t sell records, so it is debatable whether 
there was any real money coming in.

Kim was an old hand and was shrewd enough to know that the loss of the blonde 
bombshell was hardly likely to enthuse an already disinterested record label. The girls 
wanted rid of him and he was willing to let them go … for a price. Negotiations were 
acrimonious and protracted … but after an entertainment attorney told them the 
contracts they had signs were a joke, Kim was unceremoniously fired in early 1978. 

Photographer Jenny Lens: “He was an arrogant, asshole, misogynist idiot. He, like 
Malcolm McLaren, had two bands that could have gone far, and they both manipulated 
their bands and fucked it up.”

Under new management, the band continued to tour the states and Europe and while 
there were still wild excesses, there was no record label. Vicki Blue left for medical 
reasons]s and was replaced by Laurie McAllister … but The Runaways show at the Cow 
Palace in San Francisco on New Years Eve, 1978 was the group’s last.

Joan and Lita’s paths diverged. Lita Ford went on to become a heavy metal superstar, 
Joan Jett became a powerpunk powerhouse,]. Both women became very wealthy. 
Cherie Currie’s career never really recovered, Heavy smoker Sandy West died of cancer 
in 2006. Jackie Fox became an attorney, and a regular  contestant on TV game shows. 
After appearing on “The Dating Game” in 1980 and “Who Wants To Be a Millionaire” in 
2013, she became a “Jeopardy” champion in 2018, walking off with a prize of $87,089.  

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 10 : “WHY DON'T YOU ALL F-F-FADE AWAY …”

Across the Atlantic, PJ Proby’s star had continued to plummet. He married his third wife, 
Dulcie, a Casino croupier, in 1975. "He wanted Westminster Cathedral," Dulcie said. "We 
got Bury register office." He was making his living performing in the gritty Northern 



cabaret clubs. At one point, he was regularly performing alongside exotic balloon 
dancers in a club owned by a trans-sexual.
PJ: " He was the first man ever to have his do cut off on television. He used to look after 
my laundry. Nice guy."

In 1977, he made headlines in the British press once more when he was revealed as The 
Masked Singer on the cheesy UK TV talent show “Opportunity Knocks.” The following 
year,  he returned to the London stage playing the mature, Vegas incarnation of Presley 
in the Jack Good production “Elvis - The Musical” - but was fired from the show when 
his drinking got out of hand. He was acquitted of shooting Dulcie five times with an air 
pistol … but fined £60 for attacking his secretary with an axe for “over-spending on 
groceries.” In the 1980s he was a porter in a London block of flats before working as a 
hired hand mucking out stables on a farm. He eloped with the  farmer’s daughter when 
she turned 16. Improbably, during this period, he recorded his versions of songs by Joy 
Divisiona and the Sex Pistols!  An audience in a Manchester cabaret club in the late 
1980s was stunned when he left the stage after 30 minutes saying:   "I'm sorry. I cannot 
go on. I am suffering from gonorrhoea, more popularly known as the clap." 1992 found 
him living in Miami, where after being released from the penitentiary, he collapsed and 
“dropped deader than a doornail.” Three times the medics had to bring him back from 
the dead. That’s when he quit the booze.   

He toured the US and Europe with the Who during their 1997 Quadrophenia show 
playing the role of the Godfather. He also  hit the UK pop charts when he teamed up with 
Marc Almond of Soft Cell.
Almond: "Nothing had prepared me for the devil in PJ Proby."
At one point during the recording session, Proby turned on the engineer:
“Have you ever been in prison? I have. I've got a hand grenade and I'm going to take it to 
the EMI building and blow them up.”
Almond:  He was deadly serious." 
In 2012, the man who once owned a mansion and three Rolls Royces, was cleared of 
benefits fraud.
Always his own greatest enemy, in 2019, his 20-date farewell tour of the UK  was axed 
after the 80-year-old gave an interview to a national newspaper talking about his lifelong 
attraction to young girls.



Rodney had begun deejaying on a small radio station called KROQ in August, 1976. 
Within a few months he was  playing non-stop punk and new wave on his four-hour 
show, Rodney on the Roq. Over the next four decades, Rodney would be credited with 
championing acts from Blondie to No Doubt and Gwen Stefani and helping spearhead 
the U.S. breakthroughs of the Sex Pistols, Depeche Mode, Duran Duran, The Smiths, 
Oasis, Coldplay, and many more. He even played Pop Noir a couple of times so his 
musical tastes can’t be faulted!

In 2003, he was the subject of the documentary movie “Mayor of the Sunset Strip,” 
which chronicled his life and times and featured cameos from friends from Bowie to 
Cher, from Nancy Sintra to Debbie Harry and Kim. No doubt slightly miffed that Rodney 
was the center of attention,  Kim remarked that Rodney had “ a face somewhere 
between Rumpelstiltskin and a squashed prune” and that “My only resentment is that I 
hate to be joined at the hip to this chihuahua.” Of the movie he said: “f you take a turd 
and put it in a bag of diamonds, it can still be a good piece of work.” Film critic Roger 
Ebert said the film “evokes what the Japanese call mono no aware, which refers to the 
impermanence of life and the bittersweet transience of things.” and that Rodney “seems 
always to be smiling through a deep sadness.” 

Kim continued to discover and make records with a procession of artists, but he could 
never replicate the attention  he received with The Runaways, although in 1982 he did 
steer a middle-of-the-road AOR band called Steel Breeze into the Billboard Top 20 with 
“You Don’t Want Me Anymore.” On his “American Top 40” radio show, Casey Kasem 
described how Kim discovered Steel Breeze while going through approximately 1200 
demo tapes that were about to be discarded by a local Hollywood nightclub, Madam 
Wongs. 
Kim spent time in Australia and New Zealand, announcing that he was looking for “the 
new Beatles or Abba.” 
Guns N’ Roses had approached Kim for advice early in their career. By the late 1980s, 
they had joined Van Halen and Motley Crue at the forefront of the Sunset Strip hair-
metal scene.
Kim: “Within two years, the Strip had gone from lip gloss to cock-stink.” 
Kim tried to tap into the goldrush with a band called  Shanghai but to no avail.  



Kim: “Suddenly everybody had to beat up policemen and shoot heroin in their feet. We 
had to deal with the clones of Guns and Poison. The tits got bigger, the men got dumber 
and the music got uglier.”

The 1990s saw him work with GG Allin, a punk singer whose stage act involved 
deliberately knocking his own teeth out with a microphone and eating his own 
excrement.  

Kim never lost his capacity to outrage and offend. On stage in London at the Dirty Water 
club in the early 2000s, a member of the audience grabbed the microphone from him. 
“I don’t care who you are or how many great records you’ve made,” she shouted. “Why 
don’t you just fuck off?” 

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 11: “HANGING ON THE TELEPHONE …”

Following the meeting at the LA Record Xmas Party, Kim phoned us the next day. We put 
him on speakerphone in the little back room at our parents’ house we used as our 
studio. 
Kim said he had played the record and thought we could sing and could obviously write, 
looked great and that he wanted to manage us and produce us. 
He talked of his plans for the band … “we’ll change the name,” “you need to be more 
black! More gay!”  

Pretty drastic. Not quite as radical as the advice he had once given Ozzy Osbourne after 
the infamous biting a bat’s head onstage incident ...
Ozzy:  "Kim told me, 'I tell you what you wanna do next man: you oughta go to Mexico 
and buy a corpse, and take it onstage and stab it.'"

He said he could book some studio time for the following week and that we should write 
200 songs, bring them in and he’d pick the best. and we’d record a dozen or so in a day.
Kim: “Any band worth its salt can come up with 200 songs.”
Me mouthing to Joe: “200 songs? Record a dozen in a day? What the fuck?”



“We can record the guitars then just stick the drums on later!” 
What the fuck? 
Joe, whispering aside to me: “Ha! What are we supposed to do with all the fucking 
synthesizers?”

Kim said “I bet you are still mic’ing up amps and recording the guitars that way, aren’t 
you?
“Er, yes.”
“No, no, no … you just record the guitars into a modeling pod. You don’t need to waste 
time mic’ing amps and finding tones!”
As he said this, Joe was looking directly at the Vox AC30 amp we’d just blown a 
thousand dollars on … a thousand dollars we didn’t really have back then. 
Joe mimed his displeasure with a silent “pfffftttt!” 
Now, as it happens, Kim was dead right on that point because within a year or two that’s 
exactly how Joe would record guitars in the studio.

We’d gone into the call with our minds firmly made up that we weren’t going to work with 
him. 

For one thing, there was the age difference. At that point we had just turned 22 and he 
was 70 – that was 15 years older than our dad! 

For another, we just didn’t like his approach to making records. We didn’t really have 
anything in common with anyone he had ever worked with or any of the music he had 
ever made. The thing about Joe and I is that everything we do, whether it’s music, or 
illustration, or animation, we approach it as an art project. We take time and care to try 
and create things to the best of our ability. That’s how we derive our pleasure. Whereas 
Kim’s M.O. was crank it out, move on to the next one and  don’t waste time agonizing 
about the finer details. And that may be the best way to make raw, low-fi, garage rock … 
but while we use guitar and bass on stage, we make multi-layered electronic music and 
enjoy taking our time experimenting in the studio. To be fair, that’s probably why we 
seem to only release something every couple of years – hardly a recipe for world 
domination. 
But in essence, we felt we lived in a digital world while Kim seemed resolutely analog.  



Well, apart from the guitar pod thing, of course. 

And finally, we’re not fucking stupid. We grew up listening to Joy Division and New Order, 
not Kiss and Mötley Crüe. So although we are not averse to the odd bit of pop star 
excess, we had deliberately avoided being drawn into LA ’s music biz culture, which was 
still rooted in leather trousers, studded wristbands and  “rawwwwkkk an’ rollllll, man.” 
We knew Kim’s reputation and reckoned the Hollywood world he inhabited was just too  
“scuzzy” for us.  

Now this where the cultural differences kicked in. Joe and I may have spent a big chunk 
of our lives in the States, but we are still very British, so our murmurs of:
“Yes, maybe …  that might work …”  
“That’s certainly a possibility …”
“Hmm. We’ll definitely talk it over and come back to you”
may have been misinterpreted by Kim as genuine interest when …  as any Brit will tell 
you … they are code for  “not a cat in hell’s chance.”

But I’ll be honest here.  We had expected him to be this outrageous ogre spewing filth 
and obscenities.  I’ve seen things that Kim said and did that would make your toes curl 
and your hair stand on end.  We obviously don’t have a problem with colorful language. I 
once read  that a drunken Liam Gallagher, on being stopped by police as he staggered 
down the high street, demanded “What's it go to do with you, cuntybollocks?” before 
being arrested. That just made me laugh out loud. But if you read some of the things 
Kim said in interviews … well, let’s just say think of any consonant and there's a fair 
chance that Kim had a profanity, slur or epithet to match it.

But he wasn’t  like that with us. Yes, he came across as intense and opinionated but the 
truth is he was also quite  funny and friendly and persuasive and his enthusiasm was 
contagious … so much so that after we hung up with him, there was a moment or two 
where we both wavered a little:  “We don’t actually want to do any of that, do we?”
“Erm … dunno, what do you think? Wait … No, what am I saying? Do we fuck.” 
A day or two later, Kim called again. And then again a day or two after that.



And while we  continued to be non-committal and vague …   he  did have some  
fascinating tales of his life in rock and roll. 

Kim: “Alright guys, you can’t tell anyone I told you this. You know the band - “ art note: 
Cartoon Luke jumps in front of the speech bubble at this point:
Luke: “Yeh, we all know ‘em. But there’s no way I’m going on record in this book and 
actually naming them. What am I? A lunatic? No, let’s  just call them a “rust belt poodle-
rock outfit .” 
Kim: “Well, they’d seen the success I had with The Runaways and were desperate for me 
to manage them, but they’re stuck in bumfuck-wherever.
This town has, like, one music biz guy with connections … but he’s notoriously into long-
haired pretty boys.
They ask him for Kim Fowley’s number and it’s understood that to get it, one of them 
has  to fuck him.
So they’re like “This is our big chance - one of us is going to have to fuck this guy.” 
So they draw straws … and it’s the drummer. They drop him off at the guy’s motel room 
and pick him up the next day after a night of passion.
So they call me and we agree to meet … and they all up sticks and drive across the 
country to L.A.  On my say-so.
They get here and they tell me: “Mr. Fowley, you’ll never believe what we had to do to get 
your number” and they tell me all about the perv in the motel.
And I say “Boys! I’m in the white pages… I’ve never had a private number in my life!”
And sure enough, until the day he died, Kim was listed in the LA phone book.
Kim: “What’s even funnier is that, in the end, I never even worked with them!”

And he had some fascinating theories about the music business. 
He said that John Lennon had  told him: “The Beatles tried  to upgrade and rewrite and 
reinterpret and reinvent our favorite records of the moment.” 
When he asked Bob Dylan what his “schtick” was, he  said his success was because  “I 
ask questions and tell stories and that’s it.”  
He said that in the early 1960s he asked Brian Wilson of The Beach Boys:
Kim: What’s your gimmick?”



Brian: “Very easy. Twelve months a year. I write about the calendar. Nine months of 
school and three months of the beach. You’ve got kids in school nine months and then 
the rest of the time they’re having fun. That’s it.”
Kim: “The amazing ones can tell you in one sentence why they went  platinum. But if you 
go to a failure band somewhere in Idaho, they'll tell you for five hours why it was 
everybody's fault but theirs.” 
One thing about Kim Fowley that everyone agrees on, he famously loved to talk and 
would keep you on the phone for hours. It  was impossible to get off a call with Kim 
once you got on and the truth is, Joe and I were really busy right then, working round the 
clock trying to make a deadline on an animated music video that we had been 
commissioned to make.

So as entertaining as all these tales were, after a couple of calls, Joe and I began 
squabbling about who should answer the phone and talk to him.

We were trying to be friendly and polite, but,  because we didn’t want to appear rude by 
cutting him short or fobbing him off every time we spoke, the next time he called we just 
didn’t pick up. 

Now here’s the thing - when the phone stopped ringing that day we both looked at each 
other and Joe said ” Wow! I sort of feel bad, like we’ve somehow let Kim down!”  

 _____________________________________________________________________

CHAPTER 12: “SAY HELLO, WAVE GOODBYE …”

So that was our  Kim Fowley interlude.  Within five years he was gone. He had once 
boasted that  he was “hard to kill and slow to die,” as he battled prostate and skin 
cancers … but in the end, it was the  bladder cancer that got him. Confined to a 
wheelchair, he continued to work … publishing “Lord of Garbage,” the first of three 
planned volumes of his autobiography … broadcasting his weekly radio show on Little 
Steven’s Underground Garage on Sirius  … writing with artists like Ariel Pink. He tried his 
hand at experimental filmmaking and in 2012, he won a special jury prize for innovation 
and audaciousness at the Melbourne Underground Film Festival. He even found the 
strength to appear in a Beyonce video. But his health was failing and soon he was 



bedridden, hooked up to drips and a colostomy bag, pumped full of morphine,  enduring 
chemotherapy and grueling treatments. He reconciled with Lita Ford and Cherie Currie, 
who even took him into her home for a few days to help care for him. 
Cherie”: “I love Kim. I really do. After everything I went through as a kid with him, I ended 
up becoming a mom and realized it was difficult for a man in his 30s to deal with five 
teenage girls. He’s a friend I admire who needed help, and I could be there for him.”

He continued to work from his bed and in the depths of his pain and misery, he even 
managed to find tenderness and love. Kara Wright was by his side nursing him 
throughout the months of his final ordeal and they married at Halloween, 2014. A couple 
of months later Kim was dead. 
 “I’ll probably end up in Hell because I like dirty women and I think Heaven will be the 
Osmonds and Pat Boone.” 

KIM VINCENT FOWLEY 
1939-2015
Full page art showing Kim’s Jekyll and Hyde face.

The reaction to his passing was predictable. Many lauded him, some  lambasted  him, 
others damned him with faint praise. 

On the plus side: “Kim believed in the best and the worst in people, and he included 
himself in that bunch.”Pamela Des Barres

“I worked for tons of bands in the ’70s and 80s and I dealt with many scumbag manager 
types during those years. Kim Fowley was the only person that treated me more than 
fairly regarding money. He never exploited me to get free work. He always paid me and 
paid me very well.” Kent J Smythe, Roadie for The Runaways 

“One of the great characters of all time. Irreplaceable.”Little Steven

“Kim was a great and often misunderstood individual,” Blondie’s Clem Burke. 

Rodney: “A tough exterior, but many of us know he had a heart of gold .”



On the down side:
“Kim Fowley has  the Midas touch in reverse. Instead of everything he touches turning 
into gold, everything he touches turns to shit.”
Nickey Beat, Venus and the Razorblades

“He must have had twenty misses for every hit, if not thirty or forty.” Cliff Burnstein, 
Manager of Metallica, Muse and more 

In April, 2015,  Joan Jett was inducted into the Rock And Roll Hall of Fame and had this 
to say:

“If Kim were still with us, he’d be here sitting at my table and probably taking bows on 
this occasion, rightfully so. Thank you, Kim. Because if we did nothing else but write 
“Cherry Bomb,” it would have been great. But we made some history.” 

That summer, in a bombshell Huffington Post article, Jackie Fox  … now using her real 
name of Jackie Fuchs … accused Kim of raping her at a New Years Eve party in 1975 
and maintained  that  bandmates Cherie Currie and Joan Jett had passively witnessed 
the entire attack. 

While it’s true that Joan Jett has denied all knowledge of the incident and that Cherie 
Currie has described a different version of events,  I have no reason to doubt anything in 
that article or that Jackie Fox has said since.  

Do I think Kim Fowley was capable of doing some pretty vile things? 
Certainly.
Do I think something horrible happened in that room that night? 
Definitely.

But the party happened a dozen years before I was even born, so I have no insight or 
inside info about what went down. Hell, I went to just one party that Kim attended and I 
still can’t tell you why the fuck he was fighting Santa Claus.  

 _____________________________________________________________________



CHAPTER 13: “I'M AN EVIL WITCHMAN, BABE …” 

There’s one footnote to my Kim Fowley story.

A few weeks after we had interacted with Kim, the editor of LA Record called me up.
Chris: You’re friends with Kim Fowley, aren’t you?
Me: Well, yes, sort of … why?
Chris: They are releasing a single with him on the Black Thoughts label and I thought it 
would be cool if you designed  the sleeve.
Me: Sounds good. What’s the budget, what’s the deadline?
We agreed on a price and settled all the details.
Me: Sounds good … unless I have to get on the phone with him. Ha-ha! Then I’ll have to 
charge you by the hour and that will easily cost you double!
Chris: I hear you!

As I considered what approach to take with the design, it got me thinking about Kim. 

I reckon he was everything that everybody said he was, whether good or bad, … and 
that’s exactly how he wanted  it. 

His abandonment as a child and the trauma of dealing with polio had undoubtedly 
scarred him emotionally. He was self- conscious about his gangly frame and his 
infirmities. As the offspring of professional actors he knew early on that  he would never 
be leading man material, but he was highly intelligent and I think he recognized that if he 
couldn’t play  the hero then the next best role was the villain. As a young teen, he’d been 
obsessed with wrestling and they don’t come any larger than life than a wrestling bad 
boy. Cheers or boos, as long as you get the crowd on their feet yelling then you’re doing 
your job. 

So yes, he could be appalling, amoral, antagonistic, anarchic and an absolute asshole … 
and it was more than likely by design.

The track was called simply “Kim Vincent Fowley.” I listened to it … and burst out 
laughing when I heard the words:



“Eventually, I’m going to die and I’m going to have a see-through coffin and I’m going to 
have a gold telephone put inside it. And I’m going to call all you people on the phone and 
ask you how you’re doing.”

Ha! Kim-fucking-Fowley.

(Ends with the front and reverse of the sleeve I designed over two pages.) 

 _____________________________________________________________________

POSTCRIPT: 

To go after all the credits and acknowledgements, etc.

Jan Berry never fully recovered from his terrible injuries and died, following a seizure,  in 
20o4, soon after his 63rd birthday,. Thanks to the efforts of Dean, who has toured 
occasionally, his adopted hometown of Huntington Beach, California, was officially 
designated “Surf City USA.” 

For a number of years, my  mum, Deborah, ran the Post Office ina  Huntington Beach 
hallmark store, when Dean was a regular customer. I asked her if she ever paid attention 
to the letters Dean mailed …
Art shot of mail addressed with the traditional ransom note letters cut from periodicals. 
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